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Durham Women v Charlton Athletic
Sunday 8 November 2020, 12pm

FA Women’s Championship
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LEE 
SANDERS

Good afternoon and welcome to today’s 
game against Charlton Athletic.

I’d like to extend a warm welcome to 
Riteesh Mishra, Steve Adamson and all 
the players, staff and officials who have 
travelled today.

Our last game against Sheffield United 
ended in a win and I think the girls 
deserved what they got for their work 
rate in the second half. I didn’t think we 
were great in the first half truthfully, we 
didn’t really secure the ball and a lot of 
the time it was up in the air. We had to be 
better in the second half and fair play to 
them, they were. Once we started to get 
Sheffield turned a bit the girls got their 
rewards for it.

I’m really happy for Bridget coming on 
and scoring. She’s come from the National 
League where she’s had a phenomenal 
record, and the Championship is a big 
step up and a very, very difficult and 
competitive league to play in. She’s a 
young player, she has to be patient, but 

I know she’ll score goals. The forward - 
Nicki, Em, Molly - things haven’t been 
falling for them, but they fell tonight and 
they took their chances well and I’m really 
pleased for them. Similarly with Kathy, 
unfortunately Beth has gone off with an 
injury and she would have been taking the 
penalty. Kathy has been brave, stepped up 
and put it away to set us up for the second 
half. I’m pleased for all the girls really.

Sheffield really gave us a difficult time in 
the first half, and for a 10 or 15 minute 
period in the second half really looked as 
if they were going to get something. But 
we dealt with it and I thought the backline 
were ever so good. I thought Kathryn Hill 
was outstanding, Lauren Briggs has come 
in at left-back and look like she’s played 
there forever and Wills and Ellie were 
excellent too. They all 
complimented each other perfectly.

But that result doesn’t mean anything 
now. It’s nice to win in the Continental 
Cup and do well in every game. We went 
there to win the game, not just to make up 

the numbers, but the league is important 
thing for us. 

It’s no good going there and doing that 
tonight unless we’re on it on Sunday 
against Charlton. And similarly so when we 
go back there, because I’m sure Sheffield 
will want to put those things right and I’m 
sure they’ll work their socks off to do that.
Charlton have a lot of threats and we know 
there’s no easy games in this league. We 
played London Bees the other week, who 
were bottom, and that’s probably been 
one of our toughest games of the season 
so far. There isn’t an easy game in this 
league, it’s as simple as that.

Thanks once again for your support.

Lee Sanders



Sarah
wilson

Good afternoon and welcome to to-
day’s game against Charlton Athletic.

We’ve gone a couple of weeks without 
a league game and it was nice to have 
that little break, to rest and to recharge 
after a busy start to the season. 

However, when you pick up results, you 
build momentum and you just want to 
keep going and going.

We finally got back to action in 
midweek at Sheffield United and that 
wasn’t a result that we saw coming, 
and we know fine well that when we 
come up against Sheffield in a couple 
of weeks time it will be a completely 
different game. 

We have made it clear our main focus 
for this year is the league, however we 
do want to compete and to win every 
game we play in, regardless of the 
competition. 

It was a fantastic overall team 
performance, more so the second half. 
It was nice to see Lily and Grace get 
some more well-deserved playing time 
and we had six different goal scorers 
which was great.

We absolutely love a clean sheet and 
it was great to keep one at Sheffield, 
but that was credit to the whole team. 
It was important that we kept that 
mindset of keeping a clean sheet, 
especially as we progressed through-
out the game. 

But now we need to keep working. 
No results are just handed to us, we 
know we can’t take the foot off the gas. 
We’ve seen already this season how 
competitive the Championship is, we 
know we can’t afford to switch off.

Today is going to be another com-
pletely different test. As we know, and 
as we have previously mentioned, 

the Championship is so competitive 
and every game throws a different 
challenge. 

We just need to make sure that we are 
switched on from the off, and we focus 
on our own game plan. We know it’s 
going to be a battle as it always is and 
we are expecting a tough afternoon.

As we enter another difficult time 
across the country, the main message 
from us is to make sure to keep in 
contact with your loved ones. We’re all 
facing another very difficult period but 
we are all in this together. Reach out 
and stay safe, we will get through this.

Thanks as always for your 
brilliant support!

Sarah Wilson 

Change the conversation 
on mental health 

#headsup

thefa.com/headsup
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MEET OUR VISITORS

CHARLTON 
Originally formed in 1991, 
the club was fully integrated 
into Charlton Athletic Football 
Club in 2000 where we went 
on to become one of the most 
successful women’s teams in the 
country, historically competing 
with Arsenal each season for 
the league title.

The club has won the FA Cup, 
League Cup and Community 
Shield and played in front of an 
impressive 24,000 crowd at a 
cup final. 

As a club we have had some of 
the largest names in women’s 
sport play for the club including 
Eni Aluko (England international 

and broadcaster), Casey Stoney 
(England International and 
Manchester United manager) 
and Katie Chapman (England 
International and Former Eng-
land coach).

In 2007 the men’s team were 
relegated from the Premier 
League. On the same day the 
women played in an FA Cup 
final, the main club announced 
that the women’s team would 
be disbanded. 

The women were re-formed by 
the Community Trust however 
all players left the club and the 
club were relegated from the 
top division. 

The club moved away from the 
Community Trust and went fully 
independent shortly after.

Since then the women have 
been working their way back up 
the divisions after multiple 
setbacks including having our 
bid to return to the top flight of 
women’s football rejected. 

In 2018 the Women beat 
Blackburn in the play-off final to 
return to the FA Women’s 
Championship where we play 
today.  



MEET OUR VISITORS

CHARLTON 

HOME GROUND
THE OAKWOOD

MANAGER 
RITEESH MISHRA

NICKNAME 
THE ADDICKS

LAST SEASON 
11th



WE’VE MET BEFORE
CHARLTON
Durham Women continued their 
unbeaten start to the 2019/20 season 
with a comfortable win over Charlton 
Athletic in September 2019.

First-half goals from Molly Sharpe and 
Lisa Robertson proved enough for the 
Wildcats, who withstood some late 
pressure from the Addicks to claim 
victory.

Lee Sanders made just two changes 
from the side that beat Crystal Palace 
in dramatic circumstances, with Beth 
Hepple returning to the line-up after 
suspension along with Ellie Christon.

But it was Charlton who threatened first 
in a cagey opening to the game, with 
Charley Clifford curling into the arms of 
Hannah Reid from the edge of the box.

There were few chances in what proved 
an evenly-matched start, and it took a 
real moment of quality to opening the 

scoring as Durham strung together a 
stunning move.

Robertson’s back-heel found Christon 
in space, and while her cross evaded 
Achterhof, it was rifled home by Sharpe 
at the far post.

Clifford then glanced a header wide as 
Charlton sought a leveller, with Charlie 
Devlin then denied by Reid.

But as Charlton pushed forward a
s the break approached, Durham struck 
to double their lead – Robertson’s 
long-range effort spilled over the line 
by Katie Startup.

The Wildcats continued to press 
forward after the break, with Megan 
Bell twice firing over the bar after 
fashioning good opportunities.

Achterhof was then denied by Startup 
from close range before Hepple sent a 

low drive whistling past the post.

Charlton struggled to threaten – with 
Reid only called into action once to 
deny Devlin’s powerful effort from 
12 yards – as the hosts saw out their 
victory in comfortable fashion.

The win keeps the Wildcats top of the 
FA Women’s Championship after an 
unbeaten start to the term.

Durham XI: Reid, Hill, Robertson, 
Robson, Hepple, Sharpe (Gears 60), 
Achterhof, Bell (Greenwood 86), Salicki, 
Christon, Holmes
Durham subs not used: Borthwick
Attendance: 457



ONE TO WATCH
JESSICA KING

ONE TO WATCH
RACHEL NEWBOROUGH

SQUAD 
CHECK

Shannel Salgado
Goalkeeper
Stopper who counts Crystal Palace 
among her former clubs.
Alice Griffiths
Midfielder
A Welsh youth international who has 
previously represented Cardiff Met.
Grace Coombs
Defeder
A commanding centre half and currently 
club captain having spent a long period 
with the Addicks.
Ellie Dorey
Forward
Tricky player who can play in midfield or 
in a more advanced role.
Charley Clifford
Midfielder
Another long-serving squad member who 
can chip in with goals and assists from 
midfield.
Ciara Watling
Midfielder
Northern Irish international with bags of 
quality and experience.
Eartha Cummings
Goalkepper
Scottish stopper previously on the books 
of Bristol City.
Rea Laudat
Forward
Pacy striker who has turned out for 
Tottenham Hotspur.
Charlotte Gurr
Midfielder
Has returned from injury and is a real 
threat in the final third.
Ella Rutherford
Forward
Young striker who is a proven entity at 
this level.
Jenna Legg
Midfielder
Ex-Chelsea youngster who has is a 
regular in the engine room.
Shauna Vassell
Midfielder
Has put in some eye-catching 
performances already this term.
Katie Startup
Goalkeeper
An impressive performer in recent 
seasons.

Signed by Lewes in the summer, King is an experienced 
forward option in the second tier having also turned out for 
Everton - as well as having spells abroad.

The striker has already hit the goal trail this season and is one 
to watch - with her pace and ruthless finishing sure to cause 
any teams problems.

A Northern Irish international, Newborough has previously 
won promotion from the second tier with Doncaster Belles - 
and is a key cog in Charlton’s backline.

Comfortable playing as a full-back or in midfield, 
Newborough brings a lot experience to the side - despite 
her young age.
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JOHN 
MIDDLETON

Greetings from The Turret!

Let’s not get carried away! I’m not 
talking about the wind which will 
definitely try during today’s game 
but by the form our team are 
showing at the moment.

Unbeaten all season, sitting second 
in the League, only behind on goal 
difference to a team you’ve just 
beaten 6-0 away in the League Cup! 

It is really difficult not to get excited 
but if I’ve learnt anything from 
watching our favourite game there 
is no “given” in Football – I support 
Newcastle United men’s team, the 
12 point lead thrown away after 
Christmas still pains me more than 
20 years on!

Thankfully, for us, this isn’t “Keegan’s 

Entertainers” we see before us. The 
situation is different and we have 
history to learn from (we must also 
remember that the victory over 
Sheffield United was in the Cup, we 
still have to play them twice in the 
League); I still think we had a good 
chance of Promotion last year before 
Lockdown. Anything could happen! 

Lockdown Two is upon us, thankfully, 
although fans can’t be present at 
least our team continues to play. 
And if they continue as they have 
been..... 

Our visitors today, Charlton, will 
be looking to make sure our feet 
are on the ground. They’ve always 
performed well up here so we know 
it will be a good test. 

Don’t forget to join us for the 

commentary. Thank you for all the 
comments about it and the stream, 
much appreciated - please keep 
them coming! 

Enjoy the game, let’s here the 
“Wildcat Roar”! 
 
John
 
@JADMiddy
www.internet-radio.com/station/
durhamhospital/



DWFC Player, Jess Holder, is sponsored by Kixx York and 
Kixx Middlesborough, part of a national children’s football 

academy brand, Kixx UK. When Jess isn’t playing and train-
ing with DWFC, she becomes ‘Coach Jess’ with Kixx York.  

The Kixx academies are a fantastic introduction to football 
for children ages 18 months to 10 years of age. You can 

find Kixx academies located all across the country (includ-
ing Middlesbrough and Redcar, which are owned by football 
league legend, James Coppinger). To find your closest Kixx 

children’s football academy, visit www.kixx.org.uk. 
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MESSI OR RONALDO?

Ronaldo

TEA OR COFFEE?

Coffee

RED OR BROWN SAUCE?Red Sauce BGT OR I’M A CELEB?I’m a Celebrity

DOGS OR CATS?

Dogs

HEADER OR VOLLEY?

Header
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Find your nearest centre at
TheFA.com/SSEWildcats

THESE WILDCATS
JUST LOVE
TO PLAY

SSE Wildcats provide girls aged  
5-11 the opportunity to have fun,  
make friends and play football.

With over 1,000 centres nationwide,  
find a centre near you and join the fun!



FEATURE 
INTERVIEW

It’s been a good start to the season, but there is still so 
much more to come from Durham Women. That’s according 
to Molly Sharpe, anyway, who offers us an insight into the 
squad...
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As Molly Sharpe fired home 
what proved to be the 
winner at London Bees, the 
delight on her face was clear 
to see.

The game had been a slog, 
with the Wildcats struggling 
to unlock a stubborn home 
defence - having valiantly 
fought back after Charlie 
Estcourt’s fine free-kick 
handed Bees the lead.

For the hosts, it was a 
chance to claim a first 
league win of the term 
whereas for Durham it was 
an opportunity to extend 
their unbeaten start to the 
term.

And Sharpe’s strike ensured 
that record remains intact, 
leaving Durham as one of 
just two unbeaten teams left 
in the FA Women’s 
Championship.

That record will, of course, 
be sternly tested today 
against a Charlton side more 
than capable of securing a 
result.

But for Sharpe, there is 
confidnce to be taken from 
the fact that we haven’t yet 
seen the best of Durham - 
despite the positive results 
of late.

“I think in the past few 
games we’ve got the results 
we’ve wanted, but there’s 
so much more to come,” she 
said.

“That’s through us play-
ing well and getting good 
results.”

So if the performances 
haven’t quite been there, 
how have the results flowed 
so freely?

Sharpe says the secret is 
nothing too fancy - just 
good, old fashioned hard 
work.

Ensuring they work harder 
than their rivals is a key tar-
get of Durham’s this term.

“Our main thing is to work 
harder than everyone else,” 
explained Sharpe.

“We try and get that 
motivation to work harder 
and then the results will 
come.”

The Wildcats come into the 
game second in the table, 
although ask anyone in the 
squad and they’ll reiterate 
that they are refusing to 
look at the table at this early 
stage.

And while many pointed 
to some interesting results 
elsewhere in the second tier 
last week, the focus in the 
Durham camp remains solely 
on controlling their own 
destiny.

“We don’t need to worry 
about anybody else,” added 
Sharpe.

“As long as we’re getting 
results and three points then 
we’ll be fine.”

This weekend will be yet an-
other fixture played in front 
of an empty stadium, with 
Durham and the rest of 

the second tier unable to 
welcome supporters into 
grounds.

But fans have kept engaged 
with the club on social 
media and via live streams 
- which have attracted thou-
sands of views each game.

And Sharpe says that the 
support of the club’s loyal 
fanbase - even though they 
aren’t able to attend fixtures 
- does not go unnoticed.

“We see a lot of messages 
from the fans, and we’re so 
glad they’re still backing 
us even though they’re not 
able to come and watch,” 
admitted the striker.

“We really, really appreciate 
it.”

You can follow live updates 
from every Durham Women 
game on durhamwfc.co.uk or 
on our official Twitter page, 
@DurhamWFC.

Molly Sharpe is available 
to sponsor for the 2020/21 
season. Email maddy.wood@
durhamwfc.co.uk for more 
details.

“
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teaching or school 
support job?
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IN PARTNERSHIP WITHME AND 
VISION FOR 
EDUCATION

Through our long-running partnership with Vision for Education, a
number of our first-team players have gained valuable work experience 

in educational settings. Here, Kathryn Hill tells us about her 
experience working with Vision for Education...

“I was able to do a mix of things while working 
with Vision for Education. I knew I wanted to 
go into teaching, so I was able to become a 

cover supervisor and cover classes for a day. I 
also ended up getting a couple of longer-term 
positions with them, too. It was really good 
for me, and I knew after the first few weeks 

that I enjoyed doing it - and it definitely 
helped in making up my mind that I wanted to 
go into teaching. I would highly recommend 
working with Vision for Education. They’re 

really good to work with, are always in touch 
with you and it’s a really good experience for 

people who may want to go into teaching. 
Having that experience on your CV is good, 

too. “You can search and apply for permanent and supply teaching jobs online
at visionforeducation.co.uk

Or if you know someone looking for work, why not recommend them 
and benefit from Vision for Education’s generous recommend a friend 

scheme (terms and conditions apply).  





LAST TIME 
OUT

Durham Women hit Sheffield United for six as they 
continued their unbeaten start to the Continental 
Tyres Cup campaign.

A first-half penalty from Kathryn Hill was added 
to after the break by Nicki Gears, Emily Roberts, 
Sarah Robson, Bridget Galloway and Molly Sharpe 
as the Wildcats ran riot.

Both sides looked to get forward in the early 
exchanges, with Mollie Lambert sending a lopping 
header over the bar for the Wildcats with under a 
minute on the clock.

And the Blades had an even better opportunity 
moments later, with Lucy Watson somehow unable 
to convert Keri Matthew’s fine cross from six 
yards out.

Courtney Sweetman-Kirk then found herself 
through on goal after intercepting possession but 
Hannah Reid stood tall to parry her low drive.

Durham’s best chances were restricted to long-
range efforts, with Lee seeing her 25-yard drive 
held by Fran Kitching.

But as the half grew on, the Wildcats started to 
grow into the contest and played some attractive 
football – asking questions of their hosts in what 
was a cagey and hard-fought 45 minutes of 
football.

And they took the lead on the stroke of half-time – 
Sarah Robson was scythed down in the area hand-
ing Hill the chance to slot home from the spot, and 
she obliged as she sent Kitching the wrong way.

Yet the half ended on a sour note after Beth 
Hepple was forced to withdraw through injury.

Durham responded well to that blow though and 
started the second half well, with Roberts flashing a 
shot wide from 12 yards.

But they were perhaps fortunate not to be pegged 
back shortly after – with Mel Johnson firing wide 
after penalty appeals were waved away after 
Sweetman-Kirk went down in the box.

Sharpe then saw a flicked effort hacked away after 
Gears’ teasing cross as the game began to open 
up a little.

And Durham took advantage of that when they 
added a second with 58 minutes on the clock – 
Lambert’s fine through ball lofted over Kitching 
and in by Gears.

It would be three shortly after, too – as Gears 
turned provided and threaded in Roberts who 
slotted past Kitching.

Things just kept getting better for the Wildcats too, 
who where imperious in both attack and defence 

after the interval.

A fourth would soon come as Robson rose highest 
to nod home Sharpe’s superb corner from close 
range.

Durham weren’t done there, either, as substitute 
Galloway turned her marker before rifling a fine 
strike into the bottom corner from 18 yards.

And there was yet more to come too, as Sharpe 
got in on the act – smashing a strike into the roof 
of the net after Lily Crosthwaite’s clever cut-back.

Galloway came close to a seventh, as she sent a 
bicycle kick off the angle of post and bar, as the 
Wildcats dominated until the last kick.

It’s a result that keeps Durham top of Group A 
ahead of their final group fixture.

Durham XI: Reid, Hill, Briggs (Ayre 75), Lambert, 
Wilson, Robson, Hepple (Gears 45), Sharpe, Chris-
ton, Roberts (Crosthwaite 75), Lee (Galloway 65)

Subs Not Used: Borthwick



2020/21 SQUAD

Megan Borthwick

Sponsored by: 
 
County Durham Blinds

Hannah Reid

Sponsored by: 
 
RTC Under 11s

Kathryn Hill

Sponsored by: 
 
Tony Waters

Lauren Briggs

Available to sponsor

Mollie Lambert
Sponsored by: 
Craig Morley
Supporting Independence 
Outreach Services Ltd

Sarah Wilson

Sponsored by: 
 
‘The Wild Ones’

Beth Hepple

Sponsored by: 
Darrin’s Super Ices
AR Tree Services

Molly Sharpe

Sponsored by: 
 
Stuart Dryden

Nicki Gears

Available to sponsor

Iris Achterhof

Available to sponsor



Bridget Galloway

Available to sponsor

Becky Salicki

Available to sponsor

Ellie Christon

Sponsored by:

Lee Dolby

Emily Roberts

Available to sponsor

Abby Holmes

Sponsored by: 
 
Lee Morpeth

Sarah Robson

Sponsored by: 
Harry Tidbury
Neil Thornton



2020/21 STATS

DATE OPPOSITION COMP. RESULT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Sub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3 Sub 4

September 2020

6 Liverpool (A) FAWC D 1-1 Borthwick Hill Salicki Christon Holmes Lambert Robson Hepple (1) Roberts Galloway Gears Sharpe Achterhof Wilson

12 Lewes (H) FAWC W 3-0 Borthwick Hill Salicki Wilson Christon Holmes Robson Hepple (2) Briggs Roberts (1) Sharpe Galloway Gears Lambert

27 London City (H) FAWC W 1-0 Borthwick Hill Salicki Wilson Christon Lambert Robson Hepple (1) Roberts Gears Sharpe Briggs Galloway

October 2020

4 Leicester (A) FAWC D 2-2 Borthwick Hill Salicki Wilson Christon Lambert Robson Hepple (1) Roberts (1) Gears Galloway Briggs Sharpe

7 Coventry (H) CC W 5-2 Borthwick Ayre Salicki Wilson Christon Lee Briggs Hepple (3) Roberts Sharpe (1) Galloway (1) Hill Robson Crosthwaite Atkinson

11 Crystal Palace (H) FAWC W 2-0 Borthwick Hill Salicki Wilson Christon Briggs Robson Hepple (2) Roberts Sharpe Galloway Atkinson Lee Crosthwaite Gears

18 London Bees (A) FAWC W 2-1 Borthwick Hill Salicki (1) Wilson Christon Lambert Robson Hepple Roberts Gears Sharpe (1) Briggs Crosthwaite Galloway

November 2020
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December 2020
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May 2020

2 Coventry (A) FAWC



DATE OPPOSITION COMP. RESULT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Sub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3 Sub 4
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MARRIOTT FITNESS CLUB 
DURHAM

JOIN NOW 
Call 0191 375 3601
 or drop in to enquire

MARRIOTT FITNESS CLUB 
Durham Marriott Hotel 
Royal County 
Old Elvet, Durham 
DH1 3JN

Unwind, get fi t, go for a swim - 
whatever your goals are, our friendly team 
are here to support you. 
We create a welcoming and open 
environment where you can just be you. 

Make yourself at Marriott.

With access to our full range of benefi ts, 
corporate membership only £45 per month.
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THIS SEASON
DON’T MISS A GAME

BUY TICKETS: DURHAMWFC.CO.UK



THE TEAMS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
16
17
21
22
24
30
96

Hannah Reid
Kathryn Hill
Lauren Briggs
Mollie Lambert
Sarah Wilson
Sarah Robson
Beth Hepple
Molly Sharpe
Nicki Gears
Iris Achterhof
Bridget Galloway
Lily Crosthwaite
Megan Borthwick
Becky Salicki
Ellie Christon
Emily Roberts
Hannah Greenwood
Grace Ayre
Abby Holmes
Brooke Mackain
Rachel Lee

1
2
4
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
17
18
19
21
22
25
26
40

Shannel Salgado
Rachel Newborough
Alice Griffiths
Grace Coombs
Ellie Dorey
Charley Clifford
Jessica King
Ciara Watling
Ella Powell
Jamie Gotch
Eartha Cummings
Rea Laudat
Shamoy Campbell
Charlotte Gurr
Ella Rutherford
Jenna Legg
Shauna Vassell
Lois Heuchan
Beth Lumsden
Katie Startup

NEXT UP 
AT HOME
Durham v Aston Villa
19 November
7pm kick-off


